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1 PRE-TRAINED WORD REPRESENTATIONS - WORD EMBEDDINGS

The most bottom step across all modern NLP models is converting symbolic words to input vectors. To perform well on most NLP tasks, we want to capture the similarity and difference between words. There’s a very successful idea about representations of word called distributional semantics: A words meaning is given by the words that frequently appear close-by.

Figure 1: Context of a pivot word "banking"

To obtain word representations, it’s a common idea to encode the context of a word with a language model on a large corpus, then capture the dense word embeddings in the model.

1.1 SKIP-GRAM MODEL

The Skip-gram Model (Mikolov et al., 2013) used by the famous word embedding Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) follows the idea of distributional semantics. Given a center word, the Skip-gram model try to predict the context words for some window size around the center word. The objective of the Skip-gram model is to maximize the average log probability

$$\frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{-c \leq j \leq c, j \neq 0} \log p(w_{t+j} | w_t)$$

(1)

The Skip-gram defines $p(w_{t+j} | w_t)$ as:

$$p(w_{t+j} | w_t) = \frac{\exp (v_{w_{t+j}}^T v_{w_t})}{\sum_{w=1}^{W} \exp (v_{w}^T v_{w_t})}$$

(2)

where $v_{w_i}$ and $v'_{w_i}$ are the word embeddings in the model. They train the model on 100B words from various news articles, then capture the word embeddings in the model.

1.2 GLOVE

GloVe is another algorithm for obtaining vector representations for words. It’s a count-based model, motivated by the idea that ratios of word-word co-occurrence probabilities have the potential for encoding some form of meaning. The embeddings generated using the Word2Vec and Glove tend to perform very similarly in downstream NLP tasks.
1.3 Utilizing Word Embeddings

Since the advent of Word2Vec, the standard way of conducting NLP projects has been – word embeddings pretrained on large amounts of unlabeled data are used to initialize the first layer of a neural network, the rest of which is then trained on data of a particular task. This technique is so success that it’s a standard component of many NLP architectures.

1.4 Beyond Word Embeddings

However, these word embeddings for learning word vectors only allow a single context independent representation for each word. The word embeddings doesn’t address polysemy- they presume that a words meaning is relatively stable across sentences. Since then, some works focused on context-dependent representations learned by language model (Melamud et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017) or encoder of neural machine translation (MT) system model (CoVe) (McCann et al., 2017).

Recently advances of ULMFiT (Howard & Ruder, 2018), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), GPT (Radford et al.) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) lead the shift of training paradigm in NLP: going from just initializing the first layer of models with pre-trained word embeddings, to pre-training the entire model with deep hierarchical representations from language model, to achieve state-of-the-art on a diverse range of tasks in NLP.

2 Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo)

ELMo is the first pre-trained language model that attracted attention of the whole NLP community, since it significantly improves the state of the art in every considered case across a range of challenging language understanding problems. The motivation for ELMo is that word embeddings should incorporate both word-level characteristics as well as contextual semantics.

2.1 Bi-LSTM Language Model

Instead of taking just the final layer of a deep bi-LSTM language model as the word representation (e.g., CoVe), ELMo representations are a function of all of the internal layers of the bi-LSTM language model. Here, a bi-LSTM language model is to maximizes the log likelihood of token in both forward and backward directions:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \log p \left( t_k | t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}; \Theta_x, \hat{\Theta}_{LSTM}, \Theta_s \right) + \log p \left( t_k | t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_N; \Theta_x, \hat{\Theta}_{LSTM}, \Theta_s \right) \right)
\]

2.2 Utilizing ELMo

For inclusion in a downstream model, ELMo collapses all layers into a single vector, by assigning each layer a task-specific weight:

\[
\text{ELMo}_{k}^{\text{task}} = E \left( R_{k}; \Theta_{x}^{\text{task}} \right) = \gamma_{k}^{\text{task}} \sum_{j=0}^{L} \delta_{j}^{\text{task}} h_{k,j}^{LM}
\]

We can inject this vector into downstream NLP models as a deep contextualized word vector. Similar to word embeddings, the pre-trained bi-LSTM can be fine-tuned for specific tasks.

2.3 Word Sense Disambiguation

Since adding ELMo improves task performance over word vectors alone, the biLMs contextual representations must encode information generally useful for NLP tasks that is not captured in word vectors. Intuitively, the bi-LSTM must be disambiguating the meaning of words using their context. Consider play, a highly polysemous word. The Figure 2 shows nearest neighbors to play using GloVe vectors. They are spread across several parts of speech (e.g., played, playing as verbs, and
player, game as nouns) but concentrated in the sports related senses of play. In contrast, the bottom two rows show nearest neighbor sentences using the biLMs context representation of play in the source sentence. In these cases, the biLM is able to disambiguate both the part of speech and word sense in the source sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nearest Neighbors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GloVe play</td>
<td>playing, game, games, played, players, plays, player, Play, football, multiplayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chico Ruiz made a spectacular play on Alusik’s grounder […]</td>
<td>Kiefer, the only junior in the group, was commended for his ability to hit in the clutch, as well as his all-round excellent play.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biLM</td>
<td>[…] they were actors who had been handed fat roles in a successful play, and had talent enough to fill the roles competently, with nice understatement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia De Havilland signed to do a Broadway play for Garson […]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Nearest neighbors to play using GloVe and the context embeddings from a biLM.

2.4 Hierarchical Representations

An observation is that the higher level states of the bi-LSTM capture context, while the lower level captures syntax well. Figure 4 shown empirically by comparing the performance of 1st layer and 2nd layer embeddings. While the 1st layer performs better on POS tagging, the 2nd layer achieves better accuracy for a word-sense disambiguation task.

![Figure 3: (Left) Fine-grained WSD (Word sense disambiguation) F1. (Right) Test set POS tagging accuracies for PTB.](image)

3 Universal Language Model Fine-tuning for Text Classification (ULMFiT)

The idea of using generative pre-trained LM + task-specific fine-tuning was first explored in ULMFiT. While basically similar to ELMo (except using a direct fine-tune on last layer output), ULMFiT achieve good transfer learning results on downstream language classification tasks with some interesting techniques:

1. **Discriminative fine-tuning**: tune each layer with different learning rates;

2. **Gradual unfreezing**: gradually unfreezing the model layers starting from the last one to avoid catastrophic forgetting.

4 Generative Pre-Training Transformer (OpenAI GPT)

Following the similar idea of ELMo, OpenAI GPT expands the unsupervised language model to a much larger scale by training on a giant collection of free text corpora. Despite of the similarity, GPT has two major differences from ELMo. The model architectures are different: ELMo uses a
concatenation of independently trained left-to-right and right-to-left multi-layer LSTMs, while GPT is a multi-layer uni-directional Transformer Language Model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

4.1 Bi-LSTM AND Transformer: Differences

Remember RNN and LSTM and derivatives use mainly sequential processing over time, long-term information has to sequentially travel through all cells before getting to the present processing cell. This is the cause of vanishing gradients, and also the cause of the hardware-unfriendly.

Compared to RNN, a self-attention layer in Transformer connects all positions with a constant number of sequentially executed operations. In terms of training speed, Transformer is more hardware-friendly since it is easier to parallelize at training time.

4.2 Utilizing GPT

The use of contextualized embeddings in downstream tasks are slightly different: ELMo feeds embeddings into models as additional features, while GPT fine-tunes the same base model for all end tasks, while adding a task-specific layer to the final layer output of the last token.

4.3 Uni-directional Transformer Language Model

Despite of the success of Transformer architecture on Seq2Seq tasks, experiments of GPT shows slightly performance improvement to ELMo in some NLP tasks. One of the reason could be the uni-directional Transformer language model used in GPT. It is a forward language model to predict future word based on existing words, without capability of capturing backward information.

4.4 GPT-2

GPT-2 is a direct scale-up of GPT, with more than 10X the parameters and trained on more than 10X the amount of data, and shows great potential in zero-shot learning. GPT-2 outperforms other language models trained on specific domains (like Wikipedia, news, or books) without needing to use these domain-specific training datasets. On language tasks like question answering, reading comprehension, summarization, and translation, GPT-2 begins to learn these tasks from the raw text, using no task-specific training data.
5 Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)

BERT is a direct descendant to GPT train a large language model on free text and then fine-tune on specific tasks without customized network architectures. Compared to GPT, the largest difference and improvement of BERT is to make training bi-directional. The model learns to predict both context on the left and right. The model architecture of BERT is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder.

![Comparison of BERT, OpenAI GPT and ELMo model architectures.](image)

5.1 Masked Language Model

A major novelty of BERT could be the masked language modeling task. It is unsurprising to believe that a representation that learns the context around a word (bi-directional) rather than just after the word (uni-directional) is able to better capture its meaning, both syntactically and semantically. BERT encourages the model to do so by training on the mask language modeling task:

1. Randomly mask 15% of tokens in each sequence. Because if we only replace masked tokens with a special placeholder [MASK], the special token would never be encountered during fine-tuning. Hence, BERT employed several heuristic tricks:
   (a) with 80% probability, replace the chosen words with [MASK];
   (b) with 10% probability, replace with a random word;
   (c) with 10% probability, keep it the same.

2. The model only predicts the missing words, but it has no information on which words have been replaced or which words should be predicted. The output size is only 15% of the input size.

5.2 Utilizing BERT

BERT fine-tuning requires only a few new parameters added, just like OpenAI GPT. For classification tasks, we get the prediction by taking the final hidden state of the special first token [CLS] as the input of the task-specific layer, shown in Figure 6 and 7.
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Figure 7: Finetune BERT models for downstream tasks